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Suppose a rank three graph has parz.meters n. k, A, CL, and eigenvalues k, s, - r. Assume that 
s is larger than a certain function of p. and r and that the graph has a rank three permutation 
group actfng on it, then the graph is a Fartial geometry. This supplements a theorem of K.C‘. 
Bose. 
1. Iutroduction 
In [l], Bose proved that a strongl?yr egular graph with parameters )I = 
S(T+(R-I)@--?jj/‘T, k=R(S-lj, and h=S-2+(R-lj(T-1) such that 
is then an (R, S, T) partial geometry. 
A partial geometry is a set of points and blocks satisfying 
(1) each pair of points is contained in at most one block, 
(2) each block has S points, 
(3) each point is contained in R blocks, 
(4) if some point does not lie in a given block, then there exists T blocks 
through the point which intersect the block. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that Bose’s bound can be improved in case 
the strongly regular graph admits a rank three group of automorphisms. We do 30 
using the “usual” parameters-that is, n, k, A, [L, and especially the ei~en\~iil~I~~ 
of the strongly regular graph. 
The notation essentially follows that of [3] but with 2 minor change. Given :I 
strongly regular graph G: n is the number of vertices, k is the valence of ;L tc‘rtcx. 
A is the number of unordered traingles containir.$ ;I given edge. and p i> th.: 
number of 2-claws containing a given non-edge. An VI-clnw is a set of VI + 1 
vertices such !hat one vertex is adjacent to all the ,athers which XC rnutu;ill!, 
non-adjacent. In addition, the +- 1 adjacencv rnarrix t,t’ 6; hiis thrct: ei$~n\ai~lt~ 
: . s, and - P with s z I and I’;’ 2. Here the llncon~cntic~ll;~I USC 1); I’ \\ ill I~I<IL I 
1 r c m;\ lipulatil,n of i .ti ii.12. ’ i’ ‘il\lltfil!iLili L’d\IC:~. 
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L is easy to show thilt all the parameters of G can be expressed in terms of s, r, 
and JL~ in particular, k = F + rs, az E= (:c f r)(k - S)/JL, and A = p f s - r. 
KBBII X.1. Su~~pose the strongly regukq g.qh 6 has a rank three per- 
muMtion group acting rm it. Suppose G has parametc?rs s, r, and g such that IL 2 2, 
rB3, and 
s b (4r - 5)(2p, + I)/3 + 3 -I- 3/( r - 2),. 
7%~ G is czn (R, S, T) par&l geometry with R = r, S = s t 13 p/r, and T = p/r. 
I!lose’s bound in terms of s, r, and p is s + 12 $r( r - l)( ,X + 1). The bound of the 
above theorem is an improvement, if r> 5, if we strengthen the hypothesis by 
assuming that the strongly regular graph ha; a ra!;nk three permutation group 
act&g on it. 
In an unpublisheld paper ([S], ab? mentioned in [4.]), Sims observed that R, S. T 
could be detined so that the parameters of any strongly regular graph can I3e 
written in the manner of Bose% aasumption. It seems, however, the theorem is 
essential Ly one ronceming eigenvalues. 
The outline ot’ the proof is as follows: The maximal m-claws of G must satisfy 
3m SC 4r - 2; G has cliques of a certain size S llvhich will be the blocks; each edge 
is cclnta;ned in exactly one of these &cues; S is greater than the number R of 
eliq~~ per vertex; and using the rank three group, G is then a partial design to 
which the following theorem of Bose can be ?pplied. (See [2] for the definition of 
partial designs.) 
brern 12. Cl]. A purtiuI design based on a strongly regular graph with R 
biucks per point and S points per block and will%, each edge contained in one block 
and each non-edge contained in no blockA is then a partial geometry if S > R. 
2. The proof 
In the proof, several polynor+ls W& be usecl which we will list hert: for 
c0nvenience. 
A --~(r,~L)=!4r-5)(2++1)/3+3+:~,/(~-2), 
(r, p) = (4r- 8)(rc: - 1)/3 -t r - 3, 
C:=G(r,p)=(4r-S)!2p-2);3+r-2 
fi-D(r,~)=-=(2r-4)(+~-1)+(3r-9),2+~/2r+3/2. 
Note that A is the largest of the four i1r.d is the one mentioned m the statement 
e main theorem. 
UX r;et m, = (4r - 2)/3. 
of vertices adjacent to 1~. Suppose 
integer x, &fine f(x) to be the 
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number of vertices in A(p) - H which are adjacent to exactly x vertices of Z-L The 
function f(x) as well as the next proposition appear in [l]. Here C denotes 
summation over x. 
Proposition 2.1. 
Cf(x)=k--m, 
C xf(x) = mh, 
E X(X - l)f(x) s m(m - l)(/~ - 1). 
Proof. The first is obvious. The second is o Jtained by counting ordered pairs 
(q, q’) with q in H and q’ in A(p)17 A(q). The Third is obtained by counting triples 
(ql, q2, q’) with q,, q2 in H and q’ adjacent to y, q,, and q2; there are at most p - 1 
vertices q’ in A(qJ n A(q2) besides p. 
Proposition 2.2. If s 3 A, then m s m,. 
Proof. Suppose there exists an m-claw with m > m,. Using the previous proposi- 
tion, we hare 
OG c (X - 1)(x - 2)f(x) 
=:= c X(X - l)f(x) - 2 c xf(x) + 2 c f(x) 
Gm(m-l)(p--1)-2m(p+s-r)+2(p+rs-m). 
Solving for s, we get 
s,;(p-l)( m2-3m+2)+2(mr_2m+l) 
2(m -r) 
As a function of m, the right-hand side is decreasing for r < m < 2r - 2; and letting 
m = m,, the right-hand-side becomes A. That means if m 1 m,, s < A. Bose 
obtained hi:%; bound by setting m = r + 1. 
Now we will assume that MU {p} is an m-,claw with H c A(p) and with m 
maximal. I.& q E H; and let L, be the set of vertices of A(p) f7 A(q) which are 
adjacent to only q in H. Then L,, is a clique where a clique is a set 12 mutually 
adjacent vertices. If LO is not a clique, then two vertices of L,, which are net 
adjacent can rep?ace q to form a larger claw --a centradictaon. Extend L,, to a 
maximal clique L. Let S,, = !Eol; and let S = 1~51; then S 9 S,, + 2 *Grace p, q E L.. 
Each of the A vertices of A(p)n d(q) is either ~BI L,, or is ad:acent to 
another veriex of the claw. F13r each of thr: na -- I. vertices 6F -{q}, thcrc arc :It 
most p - 1 I,lertices, besides /L adjacent to it arid ii, Thus h 5. i it? 1 ii p 1 1 . .?, 
PlropoeJtlon 2.5. Each edge is contairle:d in one block. 
proof, Given an c:lige m, form a maximal m-claw HU{p} with q E Hc A(p). &et 
I.. be the block cc~.~tdniug thepoints of 13(p)- li which are adjacent o only q, Let 
M be any other block containing p and q. Then the points of M- M n L must be 
adjacent to one of the m - 1 points of H-(q). Hence IM-Mfl L\c 
(m - I)(& - I). NWV we have 
s-Ba~+(M--l)(/.k--l). 
Th!lS 
sa2(m0--1)(~-1)+r-2=~C. 
Since 3 z /cl > C, we have a contradiction. 
!Prcqo&jon 2.6. 1~ the y&a. desigrc constructed above, R G 3t.C S. 
lPr&, It is easy to see that k == R(S - j, [2, p_ 2831. Assume first I; >3r, then 
k = p + fs > 3r(S -.- 1:12 3r(s -B - 1). ‘I’hlis s < 3B/2 + p/2r = D < A. NOW assume 
:i g 3r, then s - ; 3 6 :3r and s d I? + 3r c A. These contradictions prove R < S and 
hence the main theorem. 
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